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What  Earth Day Is About….

Hi! I'm going to tell you what earth day is  about! Well, Earth Day is
kind of like Earth's birthday. The present we give earth is to clean up
garbage, trash, recycling, and anything on the ground. The other cool thing
about Earth Day is that it is my cousin Evan’s birthday. The thing we do for
his birthday cake is we have my grandma’s friend decorate it with candy
trash. Then we go outside to pick up trash and pick flowers and then we put
them in water to make the house smell good or to watch them grow every
day until they bloom.

On earth day you're supposed to clean up trash on the ground
outside. If you don't, maybe you could do something else like get a cake
with candy trash and sing this song for earth: “Happy birthday to you,
happy birthday to you, happy birthday dear  Earth, happy birthday to you.’’
But if you can’t afford cake or if you don’t know anyone who can make a
cake from scratch then you can make a cake yourself from scratch.

Let me tell you how: 1: put cake mix in, 2: crack two eggs,3: mix it,4:
set the oven to fifteen minutes, seconds,or hours,5: wait for it to be done, 6:
when it's done you can decorate it and then all you have to do is put it in
the fridge for better easier faster cooling.Earth day is kind of like us having
to pick up garbage from the four spheres# hydrosphere, Atmosphere,
Biosphere, Geosphere.  One thing  I  thought of  on April 6, 2022 was that
on earth day you can try to get some homeless people to clean up one
piece of  garbage each for $5, so they can have money to mabey buy food
or a hotel for the night depending on how many pieces they pick up!

Even though I have given my ideas on how to clean up planet Earth, I
know I love hiking with my family, and one time we even saw a deer! It was
so exciting, I'm just glad that all we saw was a plastic water bottle.




